Be it resolved.....
A main motion is launched!

Is there an "Appeal to the Decision of the
Chair?"
It must be seconded and pass by majority.
It may be discussed if the current motion
is debatable.

Yes

No

Yes
Objection to consideration. No 2nd, No debate. 2/3
vote required. (Ramon only: allowed if motion is
submitted with a second).
Motion to withdraw - only possible by person who
made motion. If anyone objects, takes majority
vote to continue this motion. Continue?

Yes

No
Is there a second to the motion?

No

Submotions that can be made at any time and take priority:
Appeal to the Decision of the chair: 2nd Reqd. Debatable if motion is debatable,
Majority to pass.
Point of Order: Request clarification of parlimentary procedure. Chairman rules.
Point of Personal Privilege: Personal comfort. If anyone objects, put to vote.
Majority to pass.
To recess: Take a break. 2nd Reqd. Debatable, Ammendable, Majority to pass.

No

Questions to intent. What is the
motion intended to accomplish?
(Ramon Only: If motion was
submitted with a second,
objections to consideration are
accepted now).

Yes

Friendly?
Maker & 2nd

(AZA only).

No

Yes
Automatically
accepted into
motion.

Handle the ammendment like a
motion (i.e. - go to the top of the
chart).

Done

Done

Submotions: Handle like another motion with the restrictions listed.
Table motion - Majority vote to delay further action to next meeting. 2nd Reqd. No
debate.
Move to Previous Question - Force immediate vote. 2nd Reqd. No debate. 2/3 vote.
Call for Previous Question - Restate motion.
To limit or extend discussion - 2/3 vote. Second Reqd. No debate. Ammendable.

Done

No
Yes
Discussion? (All main or
debatable motions)

Chair decides on format. Open
discussion, pro & con, etc. May be
overridden by motion to limit or extend
debate.

No
Take the vote. Passing is 1/5,
1/2 or 2/3 depending on
motion. Constitutional
ammendments are always 2/3.
Does it pass?

The Motion is DEAD

The Motion is DEAD

Call for acclamation?(AZA only)
If yes, chair calls for dissent. If none,
motion passes. Otherwise, continue.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Is there an ammendment?
Changes phrasing, but may not
change the intent of the
motion.

The Motion is DEAD

Yes

It's now law! A motion to reconsider or
repeal can be made. 2nd Reqd.
Debatable if motion was. Majority
required if made by winning side, 2/3
otherwise.

No

Return to last pending motion, or open the floor to a new main motion.

Done
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Objection to Consideration.
Motion to Withdraw

No

Hints and Notes: Objection to Consideration or Motion to withdraw is only possible immediately after
motion is stated (Ramon only: even if stated with a second). Do not move to rescind/reconsider a
motion right after it passes unless something has happened to change people's minds. You just lost by
over 50%, you're not going to suddenly have the 2/3 needed to override. A tie vote always loses. You
must finish a sub-motion before returning to the previous motion. Point of order, Appeal decision and
Point of Personal Priviledge may not be ignored or thrown out and always take priority - Don't use them
for sillyness, it just wastes time.
Most important: These rules are designed to help make things run smoothly and give everyone a
chance to participate.

Does the chairman throw it out
before it is seconded because
it is silly or not needed?

Parlimentary Procedure Flowchart

